
Tired of feeling tired? We hear you. Which is why we 
asked leading energy experts to share the science and 
secrets to great vitality. So, put down that coffee. You’re 
about to become your own get-up-and-go champion!

energy
switch

Flipyour

By Alex Davies
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 C hances are you’ve heard and said 
the word ‘exhausted’ more than 
‘energetic’ today. In fact, when was 
the last time you felt anywhere 
near the second? Yeah, we can’t 

remember either. And trying to recall certainly 
ain’t helping... Time for another latte perhaps?

Get-up-and-go. A spring in your step. Whatever 
you call it, more energy tops most busy women’s 
wishlists. We know the answer isn’t mainlining 
Red Bull or powering through Dairy Milk, but here 
lies the heart of the issue: uncertainty around what 
will help and then actually working that into our 
lives. Lives that can include work, a long commute, 
kids, study, travel—and all the things in between. 

“Everything is more difficult when we’re 
exhausted. It impacts the foods we choose, 
whether we get off the couch and go for a walk, 

the jobs we apply for and the way we speak to 
ourselves and the people we love most in the 
world,” says Dr Libby Weaver, whose book 
Exhausted to Energized has sold better than any of 
her seven others—which says something! “We’ve 
been given strategies to look at our bodies and 
physical health, but not to go within and say, 
‘Today I need to make some different choices that 
will foster better energy, so I can enjoy my life’.”

The secret doesn’t lie in just one thing. The 
picture is bigger than that, say experts—it involves 
mind and body, emotional and physical. And by 
nurturing a whole, consistent approach, you don’t 
have to put up with the energy rollercoaster. The 
even greater news: small changes can make a huge 
difference. It starts with getting to know your 
energy VIPs, the team that—when you show it 
some love—can even out the ride. Right this way...  

  ah ha
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MAKE BLISS BALLS TO 
SNACK ON, OR IF YOUR 
ENERGY CRASHES AT 
3PM, ADD MORE FAT—
LIKE AVOCADO—TO 
YOUR LUNCHTIME MEAL

The molecule… 
ADENOSINE 
TRIPHOSPHATE (ATP)

First, a quick science lesson: everything you eat is 
turned by your body into energy it can use, known 
as ATP. Think of it as energy currency really, 
something that feeds your cells and helps them 
function at their best. “The best way to picture it 
is that you’re made up of about 50 trillion cells,” 
explains Weaver. “One cell is a circle, and inside 
the circle is a mouse on an exercise bike pedalling 
really hard, generating the ATP—the energy—we 
experience.” Talk about the ultimate rat race! 

Get your strong on
One way to increase your number of mice, so to 
speak, is building more lean muscle. “Unless we 
actively do something about it, we lose muscle 
mass as we age but by building it, you essentially 
end up with 10 mice inside a circle instead of one,” 
explains Weaver. “Your body’s ability to produce 
energy becomes greater.” Want to make it happen? 
Think resistance training, body-weight favourites 
like yoga and Pilates or simply taking the stairs 
more. Coenzyme Q10 supplements may also help 
with the energy production process, suggests some 
research. Check with your doctor first, especially 
if you have diabetes or blood pressure issues. 

The quick lift... 
IMPROVED  
POSTURE

The way you carry yourself affects more than just 
how that Witchery shirt sits. “We don’t know why, 
but we definitely see improving posture is linked 
to improved feelings of wellbeing, performance 
at work... a whole lot of things,” says Dr Ginni 
Mansberg, Sydney-based GP and author of Why 
Am I So Tired?. “There’s increasing evidence of 
that.” Her theory? You’re less prone to exhausting 
back pain. A famous 2010 study by Harvard 
Business School coined the term ‘power pose’,  
the idea that when we adopt an open position 
(arms out, standing tall) for two minutes, we  
feel more assertive. Researchers credited 
hormone changes triggered by the pose. This 
part was questioned last year by a Swiss team 
who replicated the study—they didn’t find the 
same hormonal differences. What researchers did 
agree on, though? Subjects in the pose perceived 
themselves to be more powerful. Worth a try! 

Pick yourself up, literally!
Try an exercise for us, please. Slump your 
shoulders, let your head drop and face the floor as 
you walk and go about your day. It’s draining, isn’t 
it? Now, do the opposite. Stand upright, shoulders 
back, head up, facing straight ahead. Notice how 
much more energised you feel? Case closed.

The decision... 
GLUCOSE  
OR FAT

Which is best to use as fuel? That’s the dilemma 
your body is facing at any given moment. “Energy 
is like a fire,” explains Weaver. “Stoking it with 
glucose is like adding a can of petrol. It explodes, 
is gone and you need more to keep it going. If 
that’s the only fuel you use, you’ll be living on a 
rollercoaster of highs and lows.” (Think about 
how you feel on an afternoon of sugary tea and a 
conveyer belt of Kit Kats.) Whereas wood on a 
fire, by comparison, burns slowly and evenly. “It’s 
the same when you consistently use fat as fuel, 
whether from diet or stored in your body,” says 
Weaver. “Your energy stays robust and steady.” 

Help your body choose
Enjoying whole food fats is a great start. Make 
bliss balls with nuts to snack on or, if your energy 
often crashes at 3pm, add more fat (hello, avo) to 
the main meal before that, suggests Weaver. That 
said, glucose does have its place as a fuel. Say, a 
car suddenly pulls out right in front of you. Your 
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2
COFFEE 

CONFUSION
THE VERDICT ON JAVA  

AS YOUR ENERGY FRIEND OR FOE
Just thinking about a second cappuccino makes 

you jittery, while your colleague’s happily on his third 
by 2pm. Like Netflix preferences, caffeine is personal. “If 
someone is genuinely very chilled out, coffee can help 

their brain focus a little better without ill-effects like anxiety,” 
says Dr Libby Weaver. “But there’s no question some people 

benefit from having none. It’s about paying attention to 
how it makes you feel.” On five long blacks a day? Look 

at the underlying issues. Perhaps you’re going to bed 
too late or not turning off electronics at night. “It’s one 

thing to have a quality night’s sleep, then a few 
coffees to take you from good to great,” says 

Dr Mike Dow. “It’s another if you’re using 
caffeine to mask a poor sleep pattern 

or something unhealthy that's 
going on in your life.”



THE LIFTERS 
1 CLEAR SPACE
TIDY THAT DESK CLUTTER. 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
RESEARCHERS SAY IT 
AFFECTS FOCUS AND 
ALSO TIRES THE MIND.

2 QUALITY SLEEP
GO FIGURE! IMPROVE 
YOURS WITH FIBRE: IT 
SUPPORTS RESTFUL 
SHUT-EYE, REPORTS 
ONE NEW US STUDY.

3 THE GREAT 
OUTDOORS
JUST 20 MINUTES IN 
NATURE CAN BOOST 
FEELINGS OF VITALITY, 
FOUND A UNIVERSITY  
OF ROCHESTER TEAM. 
TIME TO HIT THE PARK. 

THE DRAINERS
1 LOW IRON
HEAVIER PERIODS AFTER 
40 CAN KNOCK YOUR 
LEVELS, SO GET CHECKED 
BY YOUR GP TO SEE IF A 
SUPPLEMENT MIGHT HELP.

2 MULTITASKING
IT’S LIKE LEAVING TOO 
MANY TABS OPEN IN YOUR 
BRAIN. SCHEDULE YOUR 
TIME: IF A PHONE CALL IS 
PENCILLED IN FOR 3PM, 
YOUR MIND CAN REST 
KNOWING IT’S COVERED.

3 THE NEWS CYCLE
CONSTANTLY SCROLLING 
THROUGH YOUR TWITTER 
UPDATES? A CANADIAN 
STUDY DISCOVERED 
NEGATIVE STORIES CAN 
STRESS US OUT, SO STICK TO 
A FEW CHECKS EACH DAY. 
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Feeling drained can 
hint at an underlying 
medical problem 
(like thyroid issues 
or low iron) so it’s 
worth seeing your GP. 
But if the diagnosis 
isn’t physical, don’t 
discount the possibility 
of something more 
emotional. “A really 
big issue I see with 
women who are 
exhausted is that it’s 
actually mood-related, 
even if tiredness is the 
only symptom,” says 
Dr Ginni Mansberg. 
“Sometimes we run a 
whole gamut of tests 
and nothing comes 
up—the tests tell me 
you’re in tip-top form, 

fight-or-flight response kicks in and your body 
knows it has to get you out of danger quickly. It 
needs something fast burning—glucose—to help 
you react quickly. Whereas when you’re ‘safe’ and 
your nervous system is in calm mode, your body 
recognises that it’s okay to use slow-and-steady 
fat as fuel. “So many people live on an energy 
rollercoaster because they’re in that fight-or-flight 
zone all the time, rather than just briefly when 
they need it,” reveals Weaver. One culprit that 
tricks you there: caffeine. “It leads your body to 
make adrenaline, so it perceives pressure and 
urgency.” Maybe downsize that double espresso.

The practice... 
DIAPHRAGMATIC 
BREATHING

OD’ing on caffeine may send you into the energy 
equivalent of a loop-the-loop at Disneyland. 
But it’s possible to guide yourself back into that 
calm zone where you feel level and consistent. 
Just learn to breathe deeply. “The length of 
your exhalation has a very powerful effect 
on whether your body feels safe to use fat as 
a fuel or not,” says Weaver. Practising this 
diaphragmatic technique isn’t just something to 
save for Saturday’s yoga class—rather, it’s about 
consistent awareness and training yourself to 
check in with how you’re breathing regularly. 
Yes, getting into the habit can take time, but it’s 
definitely worth it. A guaranteed energy booster!

Begin to tune in
Set a reminder on your phone every hour (or as 
often as you can) to notice your breathing. “If it’s 
short and shallow, and only the upper part of your 
chest is moving, adrenaline is driving that,” says 
Weaver. You want to see your tummy moving with 
long, slow breaths. Not so much? Try 20 deep in-
and-outs at your desk. You’ll feel the difference. 

The brain 
chemical... 
DOPAMINE 

Meet serotonin and dopamine, your body’s two 
main feel-good chemicals. Think of the first as a 
positive downer, explains Dr Mike Dow, LA-based 
psychotherapist and author of The Brain Fog Fix: 
Reclaim Your Focus, Memory, and Joy in Just 3 
Weeks. “If you have high levels of serotonin, you 
can be happy but feel sort of peaceful and zen. 

Whereas dopamine is happy, but activating.” The 
latter’s exactly the kind of player you want on your 
energy team, right? Definitely, Dow confirms— just 
think about your source. “Cocaine and speed both 
release dopamine in the brain, as does chocolate, 
so you have to say, ‘Okay, how does my body produce 
a healthy level, naturally?’” Mission accepted.

Dose up on happy
See you in the grocery aisle. “Folate, B vitamins, 
iron... Your body needs a lot of these co-factors to 
help the process that produces dopamine, so eat 
seven servings of fruit and vegetables each day,” 
says Dow. “When you do, you’re not getting into 
a food coma from too many processed carbs, but 
also the variety of vitamins and minerals helps you 
make dopamine in a natural way.” Small wins can 
also provide D-boosts: lighting a candle while you 
cook, FaceTiming a friend, finally getting those 
papers off your desk. “It’s not just about what we 
put in our mouths, but what we do with our lives,” 
adds Dow. And that sums it up, really. The secret to 
great energy isn’t a lone ranger. Instead, it’s a team 
effort, things you can introduce into your day right 
now—no Red Bull required. Sounds perfect to us! 

DIG A LITTLE DEEPER
but I can see you’re 
not! There’s such a 
rich mind-body-spirit 
connection, though, 
and stress really wipes 
you out.” It can be a 
negative spiral: a hard 
time at work impacts 
your relationships at 
home, you’re upset 
so you can’t sleep 
properly and so on. 
“Try to look at things 
face on and say, ‘Right, 
what can I change?’,” 
advises Mansberg. 
“Whether it’s dealing 
with a relationship, or 
juggling demands on 
your time and energy.” 
For support with anxiety 
and depression visit 
beyondblue.org.au.

SO MANY PEOPLE 
LIVE ON AN ENERGY 
ROLLERCOASTER 
BECAUSE THEY’RE IN  
THAT FIGHT-OR-FLIGHT 
ZONE ALL THE TIME
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